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Z nation 10k hand

American horror-comedy-drama/post-apocalyptic TV series Z NationGenreActionHorrorComedy-dramaPost-apocalypseDided by Karl Schaefer Craig Engler Starring Kellita Smith DJ Coalls Michael Welch Keith Allan Anastasia Baranova Russell Hodgkinson Pisy Pao Nat Zang Tom Everett Scott Harold Per 13th Matt
Cedeño Emilio Rivera Joseph Gatt Sydney Viengluang Ramona Young Natalie Jongjaroenlarp Holden Goyette Gracie Gillam Henry Rollins Tara Holt Katy O'Brian Mario Van Peebles Lydia Hardest ComposerJason GallagherCountry of originUnited StatesOriginal languageEnglishNo. of the seasons5 No. of episodes68
(episode list)ProducersExecutive producers Paul Bales David Michael Latt David Rimawi Karl Schaefer Producer Karl SchaeferProduction locationsSppokane, Washington East Washington Fort Casey-Coupeville, WashingtonBremerton, WashingtonCinematographyAlexander YellenEditors Anders Hoffmann Fred Beahm
Erik C. Andersen Running time 41-85 minutesOnOxenon AsylumGo2 Digital MediaNorth From NorthwestDistributorDynamic Television (international)ReleaseOriginal networkSyfyPicture format1080i (HDTV 16:9)Audio formatDolby Surround 5.1Original releaseSeptSepius10, 2014 (2014-09-10) -December 28, 2018
(2018-12-28)The external linksD nation is an American action/horror/comedy-drama/post-apocalyptic TV series screened on Syfy, created by Karl Schaefer and Craig Engler, and produced by The Asylum. The first season of the 13 episodes premiered on September 12, 2014. [1] Nation Z was filmed in Spokane,
Washington area. On June 16, 2016, Syfy announced that the third season of Z Nation will be preceded by a TV movie, which will precede the climax of season 2 and introduce central characters for the third season. [2] However, the film was presented instead as the first two episodes of the season, the two-part No
Mercy. On December 15, 2017, Syfy renewed the series for a fifth and final season, which premiered on October 5, 2018. [3] [4] On December 22, 2018, Syfy canceled the series after five seasons. The 68th and final episode aired on December 28, 2018, ending the five-season series. [5] Beginning Main Article: List of z
Nation Episodes SeasonEpisodesOriginally airedAgala 113September 12, 2014 (2014-09-12)December 5, 2014 (2014-12-05)215September 11, 2015 (2015-09-11)18 December 2015 (2015-12-18)314September 16, 2016 (2016-09-16)16 December, 2016 (2016-12-16)413September 29, 2017 (2017-09-29)15 December
2017 (2017-12-15)513 October 5, 2018 (2018-10-05)[6]28 December 2018 (2018-12-28) The Nation of Z begins three years into a zombie apocalypse caused by a virus that has already killed most people. In the days just before the society collapsed, Murphy was one of three inmates at Portsmouth Naval Prison in
Kittery, Maine, who were reluctant participants in a government-approved experiment. Each food was given a different test vaccine. Murphy was the only one who survived the vaccine injection. He's the only known survivor of a zombie. Zombies. he didn't turn into a zombie, and his blood contains antibodies that are
humanity's last and best hope for a vaccine. However, he seems to mutate into some form of hybrid between zombies and man-his skin is shedding and his body turns blue, and he seems to be able to control and even mesmerizing certain types of zombies he encounters. However, he has not turned into a complete
zombie and still retains control of himself. The series revolves around his travels with a small group of survivors driven through the apocalypse by Simon Citizen Z Cruller, who monitors the world from his multiple computers. The team is looking to use him to solve the zombie pandemic. The team must transport Murphy
from New York to the world's last known functioning Centers for Disease Control research laboratory in California. However, Murphy harbors a dark secret about his condition that threatens them all. [7] Cast and characters Main article: List of The Nation's characters Z Kellita Smith as Lieutenant Roberta Warren.
Lieutenant Roberta Warren is a survivor of the zombie apocalypse. A former Member of the Missouri-activated National Guard, he is a member of the Westward Survivors Group and a former member of the Blue Sky Camp survivors' group in New York. Like many other survivors of the zombie apocalypse, Warren lost
almost everything and everyone who mattered to her. He becomes the leader of the survivors' group after Garnett's death. In season four, he wakes up in Zona after being treated by a ricocheting bullet passed by Murphy. After the chaos caused by the vaccine failure is made by Murphy's blood among Zona's citizens,
she, along with Murphy, escapes and reunites with the group. In season 5, he becomes chatty after he died of blood loss after the drone became trapped in a crash-landed in the season 4 finale. However, unlike any of the speakers, she doesn't crave brains, probably because of Murphy's blood in her system. DJ Quarls
as Citizen Z PFC Simon Cruller aka Citizen Z, a former hacker, was working in the NSA's Northern Light listening position in the Arctic Circle. After a doomed rescue mission flight from the Northern Light, he becomes the only surviving NSA employee and uses his high-tech equipment to help the team on its journey to
California. He also runs a radio show for other survivors, informing people to cover themselves when there is a threat of unavoidable weather at the level of destruction or hordes of zombies. He was slowly going insane from loneliness until he rescued a sled dog named Pup who became his partner for the rest of the
season. In the season 1 finale, Murphy detonated a security protocol that released nuclear weapons. targeting every military base and laboratory in the country, including the Northern Light Camp. At the end of season 2, Citizen Z decides to leave the Northern Light when he realizes that the computer systems and
equipment of the location have been damaged too much to repair itself. He walks away with a pup, pulling one by one sleigh, at temperatures below zero. Near death, she is survived by Kaya, an Inuit girl, and surviving members of her family. They return to Camp Northern Light for the remaining resources, and repair the
equipment making it operational again. He and Kaya form a relationship, which results in her getting pregnant. He leaves on a plane and meets the group of survivors in person to inform them that Lucy had been kidnapped by the Man, but later returns. He joins the Newmerica team in season 5. Keith Allan as Alvin
Murphy Alvin Bernard Murphy is an indignant and fragile ex-convict who becomes the only known survivor of zombie bites after being part of a scientific experiment. The Westward survivors' group is tasked with transporting him to a government lab in California, as his apparent immunity is believed to be the only solution
to the ZN1 virus. Over time, Murphy's appearance changes, and he becomes part-zombie. He can communicate with zombies, develop feelings for them and can make them make his offer. It also develops a special gift: after biting a person or exposing it to his saliva or blood, he can direct them using telepathy. In
Season 3, after discovering the survivors in Zona want to use him only for themselves, he escapes after biting Dr. Merch and several military personnel as well as 10K and decides to make the human race into zombie-human hybrids (known as the Mixes), which is under his control. In season four, he's cured in Zona, but
he's losing his special skills. He later regained his skills when he was bitten by Lucy to save his life after being bitten by a zombie. In the series finale, he finally learns the cure for the zombie virus after eating Sun Mei's brain, but leaves it ambiguous whether to use it for good or not. Russell Hodgkinson as Steven Doc
Beck Doc was a wellness consultant and recovering drug addict pre-apocalyptic. Before becoming a consultant, he served in the United States Navy and was stationed at the U.S. Naval Base Subic Bay. Although he is not a real doctor, he becomes a de facto team doctor because of his medical knowledge, which he
acquired from ER monitoring. With his limited knowledge, he is able to treat injured team members and other survivors he encounters along the way. He's a former member of the Blue Sky camp in New York, along with Warren, Andy and Mack. He forms a connection to 10k as a father figure, recounting his guilt at not
being a supportive father over an unrecognizable son he had when he was 19. He is also the first among the westward-affiliated survivors group to become friends with Murphy. It helps Serena when Lucy in season two. In Season 3, Doc revealed that he has a PhD in Clinical Psychology, and was able to help surviving
patients confined to a psychiatric hospital. Nat Zang as Thomas 10K 10K, often called The Kid by Doc, is the newest member of the Westward-bound survivor group. In the season 1 finale, his real name was revealed to be Tommy. 10K is quiet quiet Observant. He's particularly capable with a sniper rifle and other
projectiles, and he's pretty good with a knife. He likes to kill zombies, and he watches every one he kills. His target is 10,000 kills, hence his self-given nickname, and he has already reached 1,000 since his first appearance. His story reveals that the 10,000 forced to kill his father promised him that he would stay strong
and fight. 10K harbors feelings of anger and hatred toward Murphy for turning Cassandra into a zombie-human hybrid, but not acting on those feelings, knowing that Murphy might be humanity's only chance to survive. In the season 2 finale, he is injured and taken with Murphy to the CDC submarine to be given medical
attention for his wound. He escapes the submarine with Murphy, Dr. Meer and the others bitten by Murphy, and is openly opposed to following him. Dr Merch tells him he was bitten after giving him his first dose of the original treatment. It stops counting during season 3, but continues during season 4. In season four, he's
out of Murphy's control, grows a beard and lives in a tent on top of a large tree in red. In Season 5, his right hand is bitten by zombies and red cuts. Anastasia Baranova as Addy Carver Addison Grace Addy Carver is a former member of the Blue Sky camp in New York and is Mack's girlfriend before his death. She is a
communications specialist for the survivors' group and uses her talents with radio equipment to communicate with Citizen Z. Broken by unresolved trauma, she is slowly being worn down by the apocalypse. At one point, she chooses to leave the group and join the Sisters of Mercy camp, but after the camp is destroyed,
she reunites with Mack, who refused to leave her behind, and returns to the Westward-bound survivors group. Weapon of choice against zombies is a custom metal bat with spikes known as Z-Whacker; in season 3, her bat is upgraded by Sun Mei and her team to emit an electric charge similar to a Taser. Between
seasons 3 and 4, she loses her right eye after fighting The Man in the season 3 finale. It was later revealed that she became a Blend when Lucy tracked her in order to save her life after falling off a cliff at Zona base, thus sharing a telepathic bond with Lucy. He disappears early in season four, but returns to season five



to help the team. Michael Welch as Mack Thompson (seasons 1-2) A former hockey player for the Tri-City Americans, Mack Thompson is a survivor of the zombie apocalypse, and Addy's friend. He is a former member of the Blue Sky camp in New York and a member of the Westward-bound survivors group. A good
shot, Mack protects Addy she was left behind when she chose to join the sisters of the Mercy camp, and watches over her from afar. He eventually reunites with Addy and returns to the survivors' group. He is killed (mercied) by Addy after being devoured by zombies. Pisay Pao as Cassandra (seasons 1-2, guest season
3) Cassandra is a survivor of the original zombie zombie He is a former member of the Philadelphia cannibal survivors group, where he served as a lure to attract male survivors with the promise of sex trafficking in order for the group to trap and consume them. Cassandra joins the Westward survivors group after being
found in a locked cage at a meeting station near Philadelphia. A leg injury leads to infection. Without antibiotics and close to death, he is bitten by Murphy and becomes a zombie-man hybrid controlled by Murphy. He becomes the first person to become Blend. She eventually attacks the group after Murphy orders her to
prevent anyone from leaving the campsite and following him who caused 10k to mercy her. Tom Everett Scott as Charles Garnett (season 1) Sgt. Garnett was with the National Guard, based outside Georgia, before the ZN1 outbreak. He is a former member of the Blue Sky camp in New York before taking over the
Murphy transfer project. He is the leader of the westward survivors' group until his death. Trying to protect Murphy, he is murdered and turned into a zombie by priest Jacob and his Resurrection Worship. He is mercied by Warren, his second-in-command, and at that point, his girlfriend. Harold Perrineau as Mark
Hammond (season 1) Lieutenant Hammond is the last surviving member of the Delta Force team transporting Murphy to a lab in California. It is mercied by the Westward-bound survival team after the bite. (Despite being credited as a main cast member, Perrineau only appeared in the first episode.) Matt Cedeño as
Javier Vasquez (seasons 2, guest season 3) Javier Vasquez meets for the first time in the opening episode of season 2, The Murphy. Vasquez was a DEA agent, but after arresting some of Escorpion's men, Escorpion kidnapped his wife and daughter, later killing them in front of him. His wife and daughter turned into
zombies during their funeral, and Vasquez seeks revenge on Escorpion. He tries to assassinate Eskorpion during the group's Zeros induction ceremony, but Warren stops him and is tortured by the Zeros before he escapes. At the end of season two, he's apparently leaving the main survivors' group. In season 3 episode
Heart of Darkness, Vasquez reappears, having taken over the mantle of Escorpion after suffering a mental breakdown, and later being mercied by Warren. Emilio Rivera as Escorpion (seasons 2-3) Hector Alvarez aka Escorpion is the main competitor of Season 2, facing for the first time in the second episode, White
Light. He served as the right-hand man of La Reina, head of a Mexican drug cartel known as Zeros. He has a small Z-shaped scar on his right hand and a facial tattoo on his forearm. Before the apocalypse, he was a soldier in the same cartel. And he was the one who tortured Vasquez and killed his wife and daughter.
Escorpion's weapon of choice is a gold weapon. At the end of season 2, he has reformed, helping the team from La Reina and attacking his men. He then asked for forgiveness from Vasques and allowed him to take his own life to his family, but Vasquez saves his life, and later joins the main group of survivors. In
season three, he is killed by Vasquez, who has assumed his previous identity. He was given an experimental vaccine by Sun Mei which at first had no effect. He later wakes up with his eyes changed, which was caused by the vaccine. Joseph Gatt as The Man (season 3) The man appears for the first time in the first
episode of season 3, No Mercy. After a list created by Zona's employer, it is his job to collect people by any means necessary and take them to Zona. He's ruthless, and they're going to take out anyone in his way. He is known to have completely decimated at least two surviving communities to get the people on his list.
He has a perfect success rate and hasn't missed a goal yet. From the second episode of season 3, A New Mission, The Man's current list contains only one name: Alvin Bernard Murphy. He was later killed by Addy when they both fell off a cliff at Zona base in order to prevent Lucy from being captured by Zona forces.
Sydney Vienglluang as Sun Mei (season 3-5) Sun Mei meets for the first time in the second episode of season 3, A New Mission. He is a Lao ideologue from Beijing, China, where 200,000 survived the zombie apocalypse by sealing them behind the walls of the Forbidden City. It is sent with a team and equipment from
China to collect DNA samples from the American survivors group and Murphy in the hope of composing a treatment. She is the only survivor of her team's mission and for now, she has joined the survivors' group. He finally discovers the cure for the ZN1 virus that will bring back the talkers, as well as the recently turned
zombie. Ramona Young as Kaya (season 3-5) Kaya meets for the first time in the second episode of season 3, A New Mission. Kaya is an Inuit girl living with her uncle Koska and Nana; They're the only survivors of their village. She finds Citizen Z and Pup out in a blizzard, saves them, and takes them home. He reveals
to Citizen Z that he is a huge fan of his, telling him that he needs to get healthy and start broadcasting again. Eventually they form a relationship after returning to Camp Northern Light, and she becomes pregnant with their son, JZ. He joins the team in season five. Natalie Jongjaroenlarp as Red (season 3-5) A survivor
from the Mercy Labs Survivor camp, keeper of 5K and his love interest 10K. Holden Goyette as Nature Boy/5K (season 3, guest season 4) A survivor from the Mercy Labs Survivor camp, and his step brother Red. He was brought up by a crow's murder before he was found by Red. He was nicknamed 5k because of his
similarity and commitment to 10k and his ability to sling his 10k. Falls from cliff when stalking Addy, Lucy and the man in the season 3 finale. Red hopes he's still alive somewhere, while 10,000 think he's dead. Tara Holt as Lucy Murphy (season 4, guest seasons 2-3) Daughter Murphy and Serena. In season two, she's a
baby, but she's getting old. Ageing. when she gets excited because of the virus she got from her father. In season 3, he ages from someone who looks 5 years old, to a preteen, to a teenager (and so is portrayed by multiple actors). In season three, she looks like a young adult and is portrayed by Tara Holt. She is
kidnapped by man, who tries to bring her to Zona in place of her father, but this is prevented by Addy, with whom she forms a close bond, even referring to her as Aunt Addy. She sacrifices her life to save her father from succumbing to the virus after the bite. Grace Phipps as Sgt. Lilly Mueller (seasons 4-5) the daughter
of Lt. Mueller, who helps him run a refugee camp trying to get survivors to Newmerica. After her father's death, she joined the main group of survivors. He begins a relationship with 10K at the end of season 4 after Red is lost. In Season 5, 10K meets red again, and when both of them and Sarge are cornered by zombies,
Sarge sacrifices herself to save 10K and Red, allowing herself to bite before launching a grenade that blows her and the zombies up. Henry Rollins as Lieutenant Mueller (season 4) The father of Sergeant Lilly, who runs a refugee camp trying to get survivors to Newmerica. He's killed by zombies and his daughter wants
him. Katy O'Brian as Georgia George St. Clair (season 5) A survivor-turned-political-leader of Newmerica and an old friend of Warren's. Mario Van Peebles as Martin Cooper (season 5) A farmer who trained as a pre-apocalyptic doctor. Lydia Hearst as Pandora (season 5) A zombie speaker who is a resident of
Newmerica, who may be planning a coup against George. Jack Plotnick as Roman Estes (season 5) Production Z Nation is produced by Go2 Digital Media for Asylum. [8] On June 29, 2014, it was announced that shooting 13 episodes for the first season of the series was underway. [9] [10] On October 12, 2014, Syfy
announced that he had ordered a second season of Z Nation. [11] [12] Schaefer and Engler have described Z Nation as an attempt to put fun back into zombies, criticizing shows like The Walking Dead for being too serious. [13] The first season of Z Nation had a budget of less than $700,000 per episode. [14] Broadcast
nation Z is distributed internationally by dynamic television. [8] The series premiered at Syfy in Australia on April 1, 2015,[15] and was watched by 26,000 viewers. [16] The UK premiere aired on the Freeview Pick channel on 21 July 2015. [17] The original season 1 was released on DVD on February 10, 2015, by Syfy in
collaboration with Universal Home Entertainment. [18] [19] It was also released on iTunes, with episodes running about 41-43 minutes each. [20] The show is now on Netflix around the world. [21] [22] Reception H Season Z Nation received mixed reviews from professional television critics. His overall metacritic rating is
48 out of 100 based on reviews from 11 critics. [23] [24] Rotten Tomatoes gave the show a 45% rating, based on reviews from 20 critics, critics, consent of the site stating Although hampered by an overcrowded narrative, Z Nation manages to gather some fun scares without taking itself too seriously. [25] IGN's Chris
Carabott noted that the show continues to be set apart in campy and inventive ways. [26] Brian Moylan of the Guardian called Nation Z scary in the same vague way as that talking green blob is in the Mucinex ads and concluded that viewers would hate all the characters, but that Citizen Z (DJ Quarls) is particularly
horrible. [27] Merrill Barr of Forbes magazine said the show had a high entertainment value. [28] In its first season, Nation Z averaged 1.42 million viewers per episode, including an estimate of .48 in the 18- to 49-year-old demographic. [29] Link to the Sharknado film series Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No!, released in July
2015, presented an appearance by Smith as Sergeant Warren. [30] In the episode of the first season of Home Sweet Zombie (2014), after viewing a tornado carrying and tossing zombies, Warren remarks, They're not sharks! Sharknado 5: Global Swarming of 2017 presented an appearance by Hodgkinson as Doc.[31]
Companion prequel series Main Article: Black Summer (TV series) On July 19, 2018, it was reported that Netflix had given an eight-episode series, directly in series for Black Summer, a prequel series created within the Z Nation universe. Actress Jaime King was set to star in the series, created by Schaefer and John
Hyams. [32] At the 2018 San Diego Comic-Con, Schaefer noted that Black Summer is before the apocalypse became weird and it was just scary. He also said that the drama series is not meant to be the funny version of The Walking Dead that Z Nation is, but instead would be a more traditional take on zombie
knowledge. [33] Reports ^ Official website ^ Z Nation News - A Z Nation Movie comes and goes back in time - Syfy. syfy.com June 16, 2016. Retrieved July 24, 2016. ^ Ahr, Michael (December 15, 2017). 'Z Nation' Renewed for a fifth season by Syfy. Den of the Nerd!. Retrieved December 16, 2017. ^ Schwartz, Ryan
(September 5, 2018). TVLine Details: Van Helsing Return Date, blacklist adds lost vet and more. The tvline. Retrieved September 5, 2018. ^ Squires, John (December 22, 2018). TVSyfy has officially pulled the plug on Nation Z after five seasons. That's disgusting. Retrieved December 22, 2018. ^ Show a-z - nation z in
syfy. Critic Futon. Retrieved October 5, 2018. ^ Syfy Announces All-New Zombie Series 'Z Nation'. TV from Numbers. Archived from the original on April 8, 2014. ^ a b Hercules (April 7, 2014). Syfy Orders 13 Episodes of the Series ETHNOS, by the creators of EUREKA and SHARKNADO!!. It's not good news. ^
Geranios, Nikolaos K. (June 29, 2014). Zombie movies TV series in Spokane this summer. komonews.com. Retrieved July 1, 2014. ^ Geranios, Nikolaos K. (June 29, 2014). New zombie movie TV series Z Nation movies in Spokane this summer, big economic impact expected. therepublic.com. therepublic.com. July 1,
2014. ^ Swift, Andy (October 20, 2014). TVLine Items: Housewives Star Joins Good Witch, Chrisley Renewed &amp; More. TV line. Retrieved October 21, 2014. ^ Nation Z. Syfy. ^ Moore, Debbie (September 14, 2014). Karl Schaefer's Z Nation Talks Taking The Walking Dead, Love Interests, Why Zombies? and much
more. Terror Central. Retrieved December 11, 2014. ^ Owen, Rob (September 8, 2014). 'Z Nation' aims to be tv's next big zombie thing. The Seattle Times. Retrieved January 15, 2015. ^ Higgins, D (March 30, 2015). APRIL on FOXTEL: Game Of Thrones, Mad Men, Wentworth, Deadline Gallipoli and 200+ other new
shows. The Green Room. Foxtel. Retrieved March 31, 2015. ^ Estimates: Wednesday, April 1, 2015. It's Mesampi. Archived from the original on July 25, 2015. Retrieved July 25, 2015. ^ Select TV Sets UK Premiere Date for Nation 'Z'. From the TV. ^ Exclusive: Craig Engler talks to Nation Z and what's ahead in season
2. Season 2 was released on Netflix on January 17. Terror Central. ^ Nation Z Dvd Release Date. DVD release dates. ^ Nation Z, season 1 on iTunes. iTunes Store. Retrieved August 8, 2017. ^ Netflix Among Those Uniting Nation Z - TBI Vision. TBI Vision. April 7, 2015. ^ Nation Z in uNoGS. unogs.com. ^ Z Nation:
Season 1. Metacritic. Retrieved December 7, 2014. ^ How We Create Metascore Magic. Metacritic. Retrieved March 9, 2015. ^ Nation G: SEASON 1. Rotten Tomatoes. Retrieved April 21, 2020. ^ Carabott, Chris (October 25, 2014). Z NATION: WELCOME TO FU-BAR REVIEW. IGN. Retrieved December 10, 2014. ^
Virtue, Graeme (September 12, 2014). SyFy's Nation Z: the poor man is the Walking Dead. The Guardian. Retrieved January 15, 2015. ^ Merrill Barr. Review: SyFy's Z Nation isn't The Walking Dead, and it doesn't want to be. Forbes. ^ Nation Z: Seasons one estimates. tvseriesfinale.com/. Tv series finale. Retrieved
March 9, 2015. ^ Knox-Smith, Michael Editor (July 26, 2015). Sharknado 3: Oh hell no! SyFy Cheese with Extra Anchovies. Mike's speech. Retrieved August 8, 2017. ^ ^ Goldberg, Lesley (July 19, 2018). 'Z Nation' Spinoff Starring Jaime King a Go on Netflix. The Hollywood Reporter. Retrieved July 21, 2018. ^ Long,
Christian (July 19, 2018). BLACK SUMMER: Z NATION SPIN-OFF STARRING JAMIE KING STARRING JAMIE KING STARRING NETFLIX. Syfy. Retrieved July 21, 2018. External links Z Nation to the official website IMDb Retrieved from 2 A rectangle 16:9 in which the reflects the ratio. Note that the groupings are not
square. An LCD TV with a 16:9 aspect ratio. 16:9 (1.77:1) is a widescreen aspect ratio with a width of 16 units and a height of 9. Once considered exotic,[1] since 2009, it has become the most common aspect ratio for TVs and computer monitors and is also the international standard format of digital HDTV Full HD and
SD SD It has replaced the full screen 4:3 aspect ratio. 16:9 (1.77:1) (said as sixteen from nine or sixteen to nine) is the international standard format of HDTV, non-HD digital TV and analog widescreen TV PALplus. Japan's Hi-Vision initially started with a 5:3 ratio, but was converted when the international standards team
introduced a broader ratio of 16 to 9. Many digital video cameras can be recorded at 16:9, and 16:9 is the only widescreen aspect ratio natively supported by the DVD standard. DVD producers can also choose to show even wider proportions, such as 1.85:1 and 2.40:1 within the 16:9 DVD frame of hard matte or adding
black bars within the image itself. However, it was often used on English televisions in the 1990s. History Production of the aspect ratio 16:9Th main number shows 4:3, 1.85:1 and 2.35:1 rectangles with the same area A, and 16:9 rectangles covering (black) or common to (gray) them. The calculation takes into account
extreme rectangles, where m and n are multipliers to maintain their respective aspect ratios and regions. Dr. Kerns H. Powers, a member of the SMPTE working group on high-definition electronic production, first proposed the 16:9 aspect ratio (1.77:1) in 1984,[2] when no one was making 16:9 videos. The popular
choices in 1980 were: 4:3 (based on the ratio of the television standard at the time), 15:9 (the European flat ratio of 1.66:1), 1.85:1 (the American flat ratio) and 2.35:1 (the CinemaScope/ Panavision) ratio for the anamorphic widescreen. The forces cut the rectangles with equal areas, formed to match each of the popular
aspect ratios. When overlapping with their central points aligned, it found that all these dimensional rectangles fit within an outer rectangle with a aspect ratio of 1.77:1 and all of them also covered a smaller common inner rectangle with the same aspect ratio of 1.78:1. [3] The value found by the forces is exactly the
geometric mean of the extreme aspect ratios, 4:3 and 2.35:1, √47/15≈1.77:1 which are coincidentally close to 16:9. Applying the same geometric mean technique at 16:9 and 4:3 produces a aspect ratio of about 1.5396:1, sometimes approached as 14:9 (1.55:1), which is also used as a compromise between these ratios.
[4] While 16:9 (1.77:1) was originally chosen as a compromise format, the subsequent popularity of HDTV transmission has solidified 16:9 as perhaps the most common ratio of video dimensions in use. [reference required] Most 4:3 (1.33:1) and 2.40:1 videos are now recorded using a shoot and protect technique[5] that
maintains the main action within an internal 16:9 rectangle (1.77:1) to facilitate HD transmission[reference that Conversely, it's quite common to use a technique known as central cutting to approach the challenge of presenting download hardware (usually 16:9) in both an HD and a 4:3 heritage audience at the same time
without having to compromise the size of the image for any audience. Content creators frame critical content or graphics to fit in the 1.33:1 raster space. This has similarities to a technique called Open matte. Following the initial Action Plan 16:9 in the early 1990s, the European Union adopted Action Plan 16:9[6] only to
accelerate the development of advanced television services in a 16:9 aspect ratio, both in PAL and HD. During a long period in the late 2000s and early 2010s, the computer industry changed from 4:3 to 16:9 as the most common aspect ratio for monitors and laptops. A 2008 report by DisplaySearch cited several reasons
for this shift, including the ability for PC and monitor manufacturers to expand their product ranges by offering products with wider screens and higher resolutions, helping consumers to more easily adopt such products and stimulate the development of the notebook and LCD PC monitor market. [7] By using the same
aspect ratio for both televisions and monitors, construction can be streamlined and research costs reduced by not requiring two separate sets of equipment, and since a 16:9 is narrower than a 16:10 table of the same length, more panels can be created per sheet of glass. [8] [9] [10] In 2011, Bennie Budler, product
manager of IT products at Samsung South Africa, confirmed that screens capable of 1920×1200 resolutions are no longer manufactured. It's all about reducing construction costs. The new 16:9 aspect ratio panels are more cost effective for construction locally than the previous 16:10 panels. [11] In March 2011,
resolution 16:9 1920×1080 became the most common analysis used among Steam users. The previous most common resolution was 1680×1050 (16:10). [12] 16:9 properties are the only widescreen aspect ratio natively supported by DVD format. Anamorphic DVD transfers store information as 5:4 (PAL) or 3:2 (NTSC)
square pixels, which are set to extend to either 16:9 or 4:3, operated by the TV or video player. A PAL DVD with a full-frame image may contain a 768×576 video resolution (4:3 ratio), but a video player software will stretch this to 1024×576 square pixels with a 16:9 flag to recreate the correct aspect ratio. DVD producers
can also choose to show even wider proportions, such as 1.85:1 and 2.40:1 within the 16:9 DVD frame of hard matte or adding black bars within the image itself. Some films made in a 1.85:1 aspect ratio, such as the US-Italian co-production Man of La Mancha and Kenneth Branagh's Much Ado About Nothing, fit quite
comfortably on an HDTV screen and have been released as an improved version on DVD without the black bars. Many digital video cameras have the ability to record in 16:9. Common analyses Common analyses for 16:9 are listed in the following table: Width standard 256 144 426 240 640 360 nHD 768 432 800 450
848 480 854 480 FWVGA 960 540 qHD 1024 576 1280 720 HD 1366 768 W XGA 1600 900 HD+ 1920 1080 Full HD 2048 1152 2560 1440 QHD 2880 1620 320 0 0 1800 QHD+ 3840 2160 4K UHD 4096 2304 5120 2880 5K 7680 4320 8K 8K Europe In Europe, 16:9 is the standard format for most TV channels and all
HD broadcasts. Some countries adopted the format for analogue TV, first using the PALplus standard (now outdated) and then using WSS in regular PAL broadcasts. Country Channel Albania All channels. Andorra All channels. Armenia All channels. Austria All channels. Azerbaijan All channels. Belarus All channels.
Belgium All channels. Bosnia and Herzegovina All channels. Bulgaria All channels. Cyprus All channels. Croatia HRT 1**, 2**, 3**, 4**, 5, RTL Televizija*, RTL 2*, Nova TV*, Doma TV*, RTL Kockica* Sportska Televizija**. Czech Republic All channels. Denmark All channels. England All channels. Estonia All channels.
Finland All channels. France All channels. Germany All channels. Georgia All channels. Greece All channels. Hungary All channels. Iceland All channels. Ireland All channels. Italy All channels. Kazakhstan All channels. Latvia All channels. Lithuania All channels. Luxembourg All channels. Malta All channels. Moldova All
channels. Monaco All channels. Montenegro All channels. Netherlands All channels. North Macedonia All channels. Norway All channels. Poland All channels. Portugal All channels. Romania Panda at 16:9: Andena channels (Andena 1, Andena Stars, Andena 3, Happy, ZU TV, Antena International), RCS &amp; RDS
channels (including Digi 24, U TV, Music Channel), Kiss TV, B1 TV, Telekom Sport, Look TV, Look Plus,Turner channels:(Cartoon Network, BoomerangOften at 16:9: TVR channels (TVR 1, TVR 2, TVR 3, TVRi), PRO channels (Pro TV, Pro 2 , Pro X, Pro Cinema, Pro Gold, Pro TV Internađional)Always at 4:3 to 16:9
stretched: CNM channels (Nađional TV, Nađsional 24 Plus, Favorit TV), local TVR channels (TVR Cluj, TVR Craiova, TVR Iași, TVR Tîrgu-Mureș, TVR Timișoara), Prima TV. Russia All channels. San Marino All channels. Serbia All channels. Slovakia All channels. Slovenia All channels. Spain All channels. Sweden All
channels. Switzerland All channels. Turkey All channels. Ukraine All channels. Oceania Country Channel Australia All channels. Fiji All channels. New Zealand All channels. Asia Country Channel Afghanistan All channels. Bangladesh INC. TV. Cambodia All channels. China CCTV channels 1-15, CCTV-5+, CCTV News.
Older content in 4:3 and news content is stretched to the SD variants of these channels, as stretching on SD channels is common. Hong Kong All channels. India All HD channels. Most SD channels still broadcast in 4:3, or full screen in letterboxed. Indonesia 16:9 native *: Kompas TV, BeritaSatu TV**, CNN Indonesia**,
MetroTV, Trans7, Trans TV, CNBC Indonesia**, NET., Jawa Pos TV, DAAI TV, MyTV, KTV 16:9 with internal 4:3***: RCTI, SCTV, Indosiar, MNCTV, GTV, iNews, O 4:3, upscaled /stretched to 16:9 ****: TVRI, antv, tvOne, RTV, JTV * Channels broadcast mainly at 16:9 are sometimes filled with 4:3 content that is
stretchedboxed or pillared. **Digital cable/satellite cable/satellite only in this category broadcast on 16:9 HDTV along with the internal 4:3 SDTV. Because of their visibility, some content is either pillarboxed and windowboxed (especially in commercial ads and live sports games). Contents larger than 16:9 are usually
placed in letters. It is usually stretched in SDTV mode. HD versions are limited to pay-TV services. These channels still use 4:3 configuration. Stretched during transmission in 16:9 format. Some channels have limited original 16:9 video content. Note: The national TV channels mentioned above are classified according to
their original configuration, sorted chronologically according to the TV configuration update. Configuration for dedicated digital and local channels may vary. Local versions of national channels may differ from their national version. Iran All channels. Israel All channels. Japan Japan pioneered its analog HDTV system
(MUSE) in 16:9 format, launched in the 1980s. Currently, all main channels have digital terrestrial TV channels at 16:9, while simulcast is in 4:3 analog format. Many satellite transmission channels are also broadcast at 16:9. Jordan All channels. Kyrgyzstan All channels. Lebanon All channels. Malaysia All channels.
Mongolia MNB &amp; MN2, TM Television, TV5, TV6, TV8, Channel 25, XX Орон, SBN, ETV, MNC, Eagle News TV, Edutainment TV, Star TV, SPS, Sportbox and SHUUD TV. Myanmar All channels. Nepal Kantipur Television Network AP1 TV News 24 (Nepal) TV Filmy Nepal Television Oman All channels. Pakistan
All HD channels. Most SD channels still broadcast in 4:3, either full screen or letterboxed Philippines 16:9 motherboard *: PTV, ABS-CBN HD***, S+A HD***, ANC (both SD and HD)***, Kapamilya Channel (both SD and HD)***, CNN Philippines, A PH,*** One News***, Hope Channel Philippines, 3ABN, Hope
International, INCTV, Net DZRH New TV 4:3 upscaled / stretched to 16:9**: ETC, 2nd Avenue, all sub-channel BEAM, Light Network, UNTV ****, Ang Dating Daan TV, SMNI, all ABS-CBN terrestrial a channels (including TVPlus channels), TV5, One Sports, GMA 7, A2Z, IBC 13 * channels compressed/letterboxed at 4:3
for analog terrestrial transmissions nor no letterbox on widescreen produced programs. ** channels originally broadcast at 4:3 on analog terrestrial, but upgraded or stretched to 16:9 for digital terrestrial TV, cable and satellite. 16:9 versions available only on pay-TV services. Some programs are broadcast in the real 16:9
format Qatar All channels Al Jazeera Sports, Al Jazeera, Al Jazeera English, Qatar HD TV, all channels Alkass. Saudi Arabia All channels. Singapore All MediaCorp channels, however 16:9 content look crushed in older 4:3. Also, all 4:3 content including news clips are stretched as the stretch is common. South Korea All
channels. Sri Lanka All channels Syria All channels. Taiwan TTV HD, CTV HD, CTS HD, FTV HD, PTS HD, TVBS. Thailand All channels. United Arab Emirates All channels. Vietnam All its vtc VTV channels, HTV channels and K+ channels (selected programs), most of the local channels. America Country Channel
Argentina All channels. Barbados All channels. Bolivia Panda at 16:9: PAT, ATB. Often at 16:9: Bolivia TV. Brazil All channels. Canada All channels. Chile All channels. Colombia All channels. Costa Rica All channels. Dominican Republic All channels. Ecuador All channels. Jamaica All channels. Mexico Free-to-Air
Television: Las Etrellas, FOROtv, Channel 5, NU9VE, Televisa Regional, Azteca Uno, Azteca 7, a+, adn40, Imagen Televisión, Excélsior TV, Channel Once, Channel 22, Una Voz con Todos, Teveunam, Milenio Televisión, Multimedios Televisión, Teleritmo, and some local HD signal television stations. Pay TV: U,
Golden, Golden Edge, TL Novelas, Bandamax, De Película, De Película Clásico, Ritmoson Latino, TDN, TeleHit, Distrito Comedia, Tiin, Az Noticias, Az Clic!, Az Mundo, Az Corazón, Az Cinema, 52MX, TVC, TVC Deport Deport, Pánico, Cinema Platino, Cinexico. Panama All channels. Paraguay Almost all channels on
free-to-air TV (especially HD Feeds), (e.g.: RPC, NPY, Uniqueal, Channel 7 HD). SD feeds (usually found on pay TV) are usually letterboxed and downscaled at 4:3. (for example: SNT &amp; Paravisión) Peru All channels. United States All HD channels. SD feeds (usually found on pay TV) are usually letterboxed and
downscaled at 4:3. Uruguay All channels. Venezuela All channels. Africa This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it. (August 2015) Country channel Algeria Algérie 3Echrouk TV Angola All channels. Botswana All channels. Burkina Faso All channels. Cameroon All channels. Cape Verde All channels.
Comoros All channels. Congo All channels. Djibouti Channels All channels. Egypt All channels. Equatorial Guinea All channels. Eritrea All channels. Ethiopia All channels. Gabon All channels. Ghana All channels. Ivory Coast All channels. Kenya All channels. Lesotho All channels. Liberia All channels. Libya All channels.
Madagascar All channels. Malawi All channels. Mali All channels. Morocco All channels. Mozambique All channels. Mauritius All channels. Namibia All channels. Nigeria All channels. Rwanda All channels. Senegal All channels. Somalia All channels. South Africa All channels. Sudan All channels. Togo All channels.
Tunisia All channels. Uganda All channels. Zimbabwe All channels. See also Display Dimension Ratio High Definition Screen Resolution 1080p / 1080i 24p 4:3 14:9 16:10 21:9 Reports Wikimedia Commons has media-related 16:9. ^ E2%80%99s.html ^ Searching for perfect aspect ratio ^ Understanding aspect ratios
(technical bulletin). CinemaSource:AFP The CinemaSource press. 2001. Retrieved 2009-10-24. ^ EN 5956091, Method 16:9 Images in 4:3 Displays, published 1999-09-21 ^ Baker, I (1999-08-25). Secure areas for widescreen transmission (PDF). Ebu. CH: BBC. Archived by (PDF) on 2010-10-11. Retrieved 2009-10-27. ^
Television in 16:9 screen format (legislation summary). EU: Europe. Retrieved 2011-09-08. ^ Product designers and marketers must act before 16:9 panels replace the mainstream 16:10 notebook pc and monitor LCD panels, new current DisplaySearch report advises. Displaysearch. 2008-07-01. Retrieved 2011-09-08. ^
Change display ratio (again). 2009-04-14. Retrieved 2020-01-22. ^ 16:10 vs. 16:9 - Monitor Aspect Ratio Enigma. 2012-10-22. Retrieved 2020-01-22. ^ Rekindling 16:10 aspect ratio laptops to occupy 2% share of the non-apple market in 2020, says TrendForce. 2019-04-11. Retrieved 2020-01-22. ^ Widescreen Screens:
Where Did It Go in 1920×1200? Material MyBroadband Tech and IT News. Mybroadband.co.za. 2011-01-10. Retrieved 2011-09-08. ^ Steam Hardware &amp; Software Research. Steam. Retrieved 2011-09-08. External links NEC monitoring technology guide. Nec. Archived from the original on 2006-05-21. Retrieved
2006-07-24. Retrieved from
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